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pose. This payment shall be made no later than October 15 of each
year. When the association receives such payment from the state audi-
tor it shall deduct the amount thereof from the amount it proposes to
certify to the proper authorities having charge of the levying of taxes
for school purposes as provided for in section 354.20 and the amount
necessary to raise by taxation in order to carry out the retirement
plan of the association shall be reduced by the amount of the state's
payment.

Approved May 9, 1969.

CHAPTER 329—H. F. No. 902

An act relating to welfare; deleting an obsolete old age assistance
medical care provision; repealing Minnesota Statutes 1967, Section
256.12, Subdivision 18.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Minnesota:

Section 1. Old age assistance; medical care. Minnesota
Statutes 1967, Section 256.12, Subdivision 18, is repealed.

Approved May 9, 1969.

CHAPTER 330—H. F. No. 940

An act relating to wild animals; amending certain laws which re-
quire the casing oj firearms and bows and arrows; amending Minne-
sota Statutes 1967, Section 100.29, Subdivisions 5 and 10.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Minnesota:

Section 1. Minnesota Statutes 1967, Section 100.29, Subdivi-
sion 5, is amended to read:

Subd. 5. Firearms; enclosing in case. Except as permitted
by section 98.48, subdivision 10, it shall be unlawful to take any wild
animal by means of discharging any firearm or bow and arrow thereat
from a motor vehicle or airplane or snowmobile, or to transport any
firearm except a pistol or revolver in a motor vehicle or airplane or
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snowmobile, unless the same is unloaded in both barrels and maga-
zine and completely contained in a gun case expressly made for that
purpose which is fully enclosed by being zipped, snapped, buckled,
tied, or otherwise fastened, with no portion of the firearm exposed, or
unless unloaded and contained in the trunk of the car with the trunk
door closed ef. It is also unlawful to transport-the following in a
motor vehicle, airplane, or snowmobile: (1) a bow and arrow unless
unstrung or completely contained in a case or unless contained in the
trunk of the car with the trunk door closed; (2) muzzle loading
firearms shall be fully unloaded and encased completely contained in
a gun case expressly made for that purpose which is fully enclosed by
being zipped, snapped, buckled, tied, or otherwise fastened, with no
portion of the firearm exposed, or in the closed trunk of a car fully
unloaded and encased; provided that any outboard motor attached to
a floating craft used in the .hunting of migratory waterfowl need not
be removed when said watercraft with motor attached is beached,
resting at anchor, or fastened within or tied immediately alongside of
any type of fixed hunting blind, subject to the requirements of subdi-
vision 17 of this section.

Sec. 2. Minnesota Statutes 1967, Section 100.29, .Subdivision
10, is amended to read:

Subd. 10. It shall be unlawful to throw or cast the rays of a
spotlight, headlight, or other artificial light on any highway, or in any
field, woodland, or forest, for the purpose of spotting, locating or tak-
ing any wild animal, except raccoons when treed with the aid of dogs,
while having in possession or under control, either singly or as one of
a group of persons, any firearm, bow or other implement whereby big
game could be killed, unless the firearm is unloaded in both barrels
and magazine and pfeper-ly encased completely contained in a gun
case expressly made for that purpose which is fully enclosed by being
zipped, snapped, buckled, tied, or otherwise fastened with no portion
of the firearm exposed, or contained in the trunk of the car with the
trunk door closed and in the case of a bow, unless the same is com-
pletely encased or unstrung or contained in the trunk of the car with
the trunk door closed. When artificial lights are used to take raccoon
when treed with the aid of dogs, the rifles used to take raccoon shall
not be of a larger caliber than .22 run-fire, and shotguns so used shall
only contain shells with shot no larger than No. 4. Artificial lights to
take raccoon when treed with the aid of dogs shall be legal.

Approved May 9, 1969.
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